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ABSTRACT

There is a growing movement in undergraduate computer science

(CS) programs to embed ethics across CS classes rather than re-

lying solely on standalone ethics courses. One strategy is creat-

ing assignments that encourage students to reflect on ethical is-

sues inherent to the code they write. Building off prior work that

has surveyed students after doing such assignments in class, we

conducted focus groups with students who reviewed a new intro-

ductory ethics-based CS assignment. In this experience report, we

present a case study describing our process of designing an ethics-

based assignment and proposing the assignment to students for

feedback. Participants in our focus groups not only shared feed-

back on the assignment, but also on the integration of ethics into

coding assignments in general, revealing the benefits and challenges

of this work from a student perspective. We also generated novel

ethics-oriented assignment concepts alongside students. Deriving

from tech controversies that participants felt most affected by, we

created a bank of ideas as a starting point for further curriculum

development.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Rising awareness of the harm and injustice that technology can

inflict upon people and society has led to calls for increased cri-

tique and interrogation of current practices within the tech indus-

try [3, 8, 25], as well as proposals to expand the inclusion of con-

cepts such as ethics, social impact, and justice within computer

science and other technology-related education programs [11, 21,
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22, 31]. Though in the U.S., the Accreditation Board for Engineer-

ing and Technology requires computer science curricula to edu-

cate about the impacts of computing [1]. Solutions for accomplish-

ing this vary. For example, many undergraduate CS programs sat-

isfy this requirement with standalone ethics courses [16], which

though an important component of ethics education [11], have the

drawback of being potentially disconnected from technical con-

tent.

In addition to these standalone ethics classes, there is also now a

growing movement within universities to embed ethics across the

entire CS curriculum [2, 6, 12], with one common strategy being in-

corporating ethical and social context into technical assignments.

Recent examples from prior work have situated assignments in the

context of ethical dilemmas such as ad personalization, college ad-

missions algorithms, bias in criminal justice systems, and privacy

[6, 9, 10, 18, 26]. These efforts also go beyond learning about ethics

in general to instilling a responsibility within CS students to con-

sider the impacts of the code they write. This is a step towards

what Amy Ko calls a “critical literacy of computing,” beyond “just

an ethics requirement for CS majors. . . recasting computing itself

in moral, ethical, and social terms” [21].

To contribute to these efforts, we created a programming as-

signment for an introductory CS class centered on the topic of

automated content moderation. After creating the initial version

of this assignment, we conducted focus groups with students at

our university to gather detailed feedback on the assignment and

the ethical discussions it prompted. The focus groups enabled us

to expand on previous work that surveyed introductory comput-

ing students on their attitudes towards ethics based assignments

[10], in order to gather more detailed feedback that both provided

guidance for iterating on the assignment, and ideas that will help

guide the integration of ethics into CS curriculum in a way that

centers student engagement.

2 CREATING THE ASSIGNMENT

We began our process by reviewing literature and existing ethics-

based assignments, discussing assignment concepts with colleagues,

and creating a list of social issues that the assignment could focus

on. We ultimately decided to focus on automated content moder-

ation, given its abundance of both related technical skills and eth-

ical considerations, as well as the authors’ own observations of

discussions in a standalone ethics class that were highly engaging

to students. We noted that much of the literature about the tech-

nical challenges of automated content moderation involve issues

such as hate speech detection [28, 32], but due to the obvious po-

tential for harm we did not want to ask students to write code that

directly involved hate speech. We instead considered the shape of

http://arxiv.org/abs/2301.08627v1
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the problem in terms of automated language detection and bad ac-

tors, and created a hypothetical problem: writing and reasoning

about a content moderation system for a cat-run social media plat-

form. The following context was provided for the assignment:

Catter is a social media platform built by and for cats.

The cats’ platformhas recently been getting spammed

by dogs, so they have decided to remove all mentions

of dogs from their platform entirely. However, cats

are not great at programming. They need your help

in removing all of the dog content from their plat-

form.

We used Python for our assignment since this is a common lan-

guage for intro-level courses. The assignment covers file input and

output, parsing text using regular expressions, functions, loops,

conditionals, and using a natural language processing library (Python’s

NLTK library).

The assignment asks students to write several iterations of a

content moderator for Catter. First, students must simply detect

whether a string has the word “dog” in it, scan a file to remove all

posts with occurrences of “dog,” and write the filtered content to

a new file. In the next section, the dogs in our hypothetical sce-

nario learn to bypass this filter, and the students are asked to up-

date their system to detect a list of words, including slang such

as “doggos” and “dawg.” They are asked to read in a file that con-

tains this list, then use their previous code to remove all posts with

those words. Finally, the dogs start posting negative comments

about cats, bringing in the need for the NLTK sentiment analyzer.

The last part requires the students to remove any posts containing

the word “cat” that the analyzer marks as having a negative sen-

timent. These different steps are designed to illustrate challenges

a real developer might face when moderating content with code:

wrestling with users who “outsmart” the algorithm so their con-

tent gets posted–regardless of whether they are bad actors or are

themselves wrestling with systematic errors in the system.

In order to encourage students to consider the nuances within

content moderation beyond this hypothetical scenario, and to ex-

amine the decisions they made in their own code, we followed the

coding exercise with a reflection section. In this part of the assign-

ment, students watch Maarten Sap’s talk on Social Bias Frames,

which shows how binary keywordmatching, like the students were

required to code, can miss sexist, racist or otherwise hateful speech

[29]. The assignment asks for written responses to questions that

prompt students to critique the way that the code they wrote mod-

erates content. We chose to include written reflections because pre-

vious work suggests that integrating reflections is critical in en-

couraging students to consider their ethical own responsibility in

creating technology [4]. The reflection questions also broaden the

discussion, asking students to provide a news article related to the

topic of content moderation. Our aim here was to expand on real

world connections, which has been shown to have a positive effect

on student engagement [13, 23], including increasing participation

amongst underrepresented groups in computing [19].

3 EVALUATION METHODS

To evaluate the design of the assignment, we created a plan for 90-

minute focus groups with 3-5 participants each, all of whom had

already taken an intro programming course. These groups partici-

pated in the following tasks:

(1) Pre-questionnaire about content moderation

(2) Review of coding portion of assignment

(3) Group discussion and individual surveys on coding portion:

(a) Reactions to the assignment

(b) How they would complete it

(c) Any changes they would suggest

(4) Review of reflection portion

(5) Group discussion and individual surveys on reflection por-

tion

(6) Brainstorm new assignment ideas centered around ethical

dilemmas

(a) Generated list of tech controversies

(b) Discussed how these controversies tie in with CS topics

One key goal for the group discussion and questionnaires was

to gauge whether and how this assignment made participants con-

sider ethical dilemmaswithin content moderation, through the cod-

ing alone or with the supplementary reflection. For the final brain-

storming session where the students thought about how we might

integrate ethics into programming assignments more broadly, we

drew from our own assignment creation process, starting with list-

ing social issues the assignment could be based on. We created the

list by asking participants “What controversies or impacts of tech-

nology have you either heard about or been personally affected

by?” which they responded to by posting on a shared Google Jam-

board. Afterwards, we asked participants to choose one contro-

versy that impacts them or other students the most. Finally, we

presented the students with a list of CS topics and asked how they

might tie in with the list of tech controversies they created.

We ran one pilot focus group with members of our lab, and af-

ter the study was approved by the university’s institutional review

board, began recruiting participants, looking for anyone who had

taken an introductory programming course at our large, predom-

inantly white, public university in the United States. The recruit-

ment materials, which were shared with computer science profes-

sors and through flyers on campus, mentioned only that partici-

pants would be evaluating CS curriculum.We did not mention that

the assignment involved ethics to reduce selection bias of students

who had a specific interest in ethics.

We ultimately had a total of 16 individual participants, with 2-5

participants per group. Our participants were majority white, with

a roughly even split between men and women. The focus groups

included the following participants:

• Group 1 (P1-3): a freshman, sophomore, and junior, all CS

majors

• Group 2 (P4-7): a freshman CS major, two juniors with dual

majors in CS and applied math and economics, and a grad-

uate student CS major

• Group 3 (P8-10): a junior and sophomore information sci-

ence majors, and a senior with dual majors in CS and me-

chanical engineering

• Group 4 (P11-12): two graduate student CS majors

• Group 5 (P13-16): a freshman aerospace engineering major,

a senior CS major, a graduate student information science

major,and a graduate student CS major



We adapted the plan as we ran the groups, shortening the sec-

tion about how the assignment would be solved in exchange for

more time for reflecting on how the assignment prompted ethical

reasoning and on integrating ethics in general.

Following the focus groups, we conducted a thematic analysis

of the transcripts [7]. Two of the authors highlighted anything of

note in the transcripts and created a list of themes from these high-

lights. We then performed a second round of coding for those spe-

cific themes and finally we wrote memos about each theme, which

we synthesized into our findings and discussion. During this pro-

cess, all authors met to discuss and iterate on themes. Our findings

below represent the synthesis of these themes, including represen-

tative quotes.

4 FINDINGS

From the focus groups, we gained perspective on the strengths and

weaknesses of the assignment and for student opinions integrating

ethics in general. We also created a bank of new CS assignment

ideas integrated with ethical topics that the students in our groups

cared about.

4.1 Strengths of the assignment

Using a hypothetical scenario within the assignment was success-

ful from our observations and from our participants’ perspectives.

Starting with the scenario of a social media site for cats neutralized

the subject of content moderation, which can include politically

or emotionally charged subjects such as misinformation and hate

speech. However, the hypothetical still promoted discussion on a

topic that can be uncomfortable for students, as well as educators,

to talk about, by allowing them to bring up these issues themselves.

Participants responded in the questionnaires that the pretend sce-

nario was helpful for easing into reflection on content moderation

before jumping into controversial real world issues. The groups

readily connected the fake scenario to real issues, with the benefit

that students conjured up these issues organically, instead of the

assignment feeding them specific situations.

The assignment brought to mind real-world issues in content

moderation, even prior to reviewing Sap’s video and the reflection

questions. When asked if the coding piece made participants think

differently about content moderation, some responded that it did,

bringing up issues like censorship, Facebook filtering out content,

bias in automated systems, and misinformation. In group discus-

sion, when asked what the implications of the cats’ moderator are,

participants immediately tied the hypothetical situation to reality.

Many thought the content moderator resembled “echo chambers”

within real social media platforms, which limit content to only

include opinions the user agrees with. Another theme discussed

across groups was over-moderation of content. One participant

gave the example of YouTube removing benign comments, which

negatively affects both the content creators and the commenters.

They also reasoned about the fairness of moderation systems de-

fined by companies, with P16 reflecting that removal of content is

“not within the users’ power, the power is in the platform,” and an-

other participant responding that “the gatekeepers are often a small

group of executives. There aren’t many regulations that companies

need to follow.”

The assignment caused P14 to reconsider third-party tools she

used in other courses, saying that the assignment “shows you that

you might be given a function, or a tool, but how much do you just

put your blind trust in it? In my class, we were given a lot of like

functions that we would have to put together into our program but

that we didn’t write ourselves. But [it] makes you wonder ‘how was

this written? How does it work?’ even if it’s supposed to be a black

box type thing. . . you can’t just go and completely put your trust in

like the sentiment analyzer or the AI program that’s supposed to be

moderating it.” For them, the assignment spurred critical ethical

thinking about their coding.

All groups were able to create a feasible plan for completing

the code within a short time-frame. Most participants agreed that

the assignment would be appropriate for an intro-level course, but

some gauged its difficulty as mid or even high-level. The next sec-

tion outlines modifications we could make to the assignment to

address the difficulty level, as well as other improvements partici-

pants suggested.

4.2 Suggestions for improving the assignment

To reduce the difficulty of the assignment to an introductory level,

participants suggested alternatives to regular expressions for the

keyword matching or ways to provide more support, such as code

examples using regular expressions for students to work off of.

Participants also thought installing the NLTK library and under-

standing sentiment analysis would be difficult for intro-level stu-

dents. The sentiment analysis requirement could be removed from

the coding section but be kept as a discussion topic within the re-

flection. Depending on the difficulty level and other aspects of the

course, making these kinds of adjustments could be critical; prior

work has noted that for programming assignments that integrate

ethics, when the students are struggling too much with the techni-

cal content, they focus less on the contextual aspects [10].

Participants also offered ideas for additions to the coding re-

quirements. P10 proposed requiring students to give each other

example phrases that could break their partner’s moderator, and

then build something to handle those phrases. This method, which

is known as “Build it, Break it, Fix it” within cybersecurity com-

petitions, has been used in other ethics-oriented technical assign-

ments [15]. P16 recommended creating a display of phrases that

were moderated out, and creating a tagging system to categorize

moderated phrases. Research on empowering real creators over

moderation of their content has shown demand for features like

this [17]. These ideas could be added to a follow-up assignment or

to modify the existing assignment for a higher-level course.

Participants also provided constructive feedback about how stu-

dents given this assignment would reflect on the ethics of content

moderation. We observed from our analysis that discussion was

heavily biased towards the negative effects of content moderation

with little discussion of cases where it could be beneficial. One

topic rarely mentioned within the focus groups was the impact of

false negatives, when harmful phrases pass through a moderator

undetected. This may be partially due to participants’ pre-existing

beliefs about content moderation, but the scenario in the assign-

ment could be adjusted to show how a lack of moderation can

have negative impacts just as over-moderation can. For example,



the assignment could include examples of posts that are reason-

able to moderate out, rather than the cats’ current strategy leaning

towards censorship. P15 recommended incorporating fake facts or

news that dogs have spread, like providing false information about

a vet clinic to steer cats away from getting health care. Based on

this feedback we were able to make a number of improvements on

the assignment which we will cover in more detail after the find-

ings.

4.3 Opinions on integrating ethics

Aside from gathering feedback on this specific assignment through

the focus groups, we also aimed to gauge students’ opinions of in-

tegrating ethical concepts in general. Their reactions to including

an ethical reflection within this assignment were mostly positive

(thoughwe acknowledge the possibility of response biaswithin the

study, given the topic). All but two participants responded in the

questionnaire that they think Sap’s video and the reflection belong

within a CS class. They thought it would prompt students to think

about the direct impacts of technology they are contributing to,

something “many students up until this assignment may never have

been challenged about,” according to one participant. They stressed

the importance of reflecting on impacts, one writing: “Implications

of algorithms and ethics should be part of CS curriculum. People

creating the problems should also be fixing them or at least know

about them.”

Participants also mentioned the potential of the real world con-

text to spark interest in more advanced topics. It “makes students

think more about applications out in the real world. . .maybe if peo-

ple are interested, you could point them to the class for natural lan-

guage processing, [for] down the road,” one remarked. Another re-

sponded that “contextualizing” the assignment “provides extra mo-

tivation/understanding and maybe career insight,” suggesting that

including a context could motivate students to continue pursuing

careers within technology.

However, participants did raise concerns about the integration

of these topics into technical assignments. Some expressed that

theywould rather study ethics outside of CS curriculum, and prefer

it be in a standalone course. “If I am expecting and wanting a class

to be technical in nature, I would likely be unhappy writing a paper

since it is not what I signed up for,” P6 explained. Others mentioned

they would see the reflection portion of the assignment as a “grade

bump.” P8, who had previously experienced ethics content in an

economics course, said they did not have to reason deeply about

conflicts to complete the assignment. It is a challenge to determine

how to grade whether a student has really thought through the im-

pacts of the technology in question. Provoking meaningful think-

ing while not adding too much additional work is a fine line to

tread.

Students are alreadyworking hard to learn the technical skills of

programming, so adding extra work could become a burden rather

than an opportunity to reflect and learn. For our assignment specif-

ically, building a fair moderation system seemed too difficult to ac-

complish for some participants. Many expressed that real-world

content moderation systems are so flawed that we are better off

with no moderation at all. This presents a challenge for integrat-

ing ethics: how can we incorporate ethics without only focusing

on discussions of harmful technologies, but also create solutions

to these difficult problems?

Another concern a small number of participants raised was that

ethics-oriented assignments carry the risk of inappropriately im-

posing a particular set of values on students. “Make the students

think about this on their own, rather than trying to influence their

opinions,” suggested one student. Another raised concerns about

conformity; that students would side with the opinion that the ma-

jority of the class was expressing rather than speak their ownmind.

Ethics can be a thorny subject, and uncharted territory for some

CS instructors, but the effort to incorporate them is worth it. We

explain suggestions for facing these barriers in the discussion.

4.4 New assignment ideas

One other product of the groups was ideas for new ethics-based

assignments. Collaborating with students proved to be a fruitful

method for creating assignment ideas. Participants generated a list

of tech controversies they felt most affected by, then connected

these controversies with assignment ideas and corresponding con-

cepts covered in CS curriculum. Several of these assignment ideas

from our participants can be found in Table 1.

One group agreed that the worst of the tech controversies was

addiction to social media and “doom-scrolling,” when a user gets

stuck endlessly scrolling through content. They proposed a sorting

algorithmassignment, P15 saying “you are recommended content on

TikTok based off of how relevant it is to you, but also how popular

it is, right? So. . . how do you decide what is sorted to the top?” An-

other group suggested an assignment to create a user interface or

experience to either increase or decrease screen time.

Others situated sorting algorithms in the context of search re-

sults for news, and how this could influence a users’ opinions over

time. P8 suggested graph algorithms for determining relevance,

drawing from an example she had seen in another course, where

she determined sort order based on how many connections a node

had to other nodes in a graph.

Another idea came from a blood type matching algorithm P7

was required to write for an algorithms class she had taken. She

thought it could be expanded to have ethical reasoning about or-

gan donor matching. The algorithm could “take into account how

long someone’s been on the organ waiting list, how fresh the organ is,

and then assign it based on age,” according to this participant. We

could see a scenario where students create different versions of the

system and run tests for various groups, discussing the trade-offs

in fairness for each system.

Another common controversy was data collection and privacy.

Participants and the first author discussed one assignment idea to

develop an object-oriented design or a database representing user

data that highlights how much information platforms gather on

their users. The assignment could incorporate discussions of how

engineers manage data, especially in cases where it needs to be

erased for privacy reasons. Participants also mentioned the pro-

cess of data extraction. P2 remarked that a system “could have your

favorite TV show be known just by what you’ve been clicking. . . your

race, gender, and name.” Perhaps students could develop and reason

about systems that infer information about a user based on pieces

of data they have collected. Targeted ads also came up, a subject



Table 1: The first column represents a controversy in the

tech industry that our participants identified, followed by

an assignment idea that could be developed around that con-

troversy in the second column, and the assignment’s corre-

sponding CS topic in the third column.

Context Assignment Idea CS Topic

Algorithms for

organ donor

matching

Sort recipients using differ-

ent algorithms and discuss

trade-offs between them

Sorting algo-

rithms

Addiction to

social media

Create a program that de-

cides how social media

posts are ordered

Conditionals,

trees, graphs

Addiction to

social media

Design UI/UX that increases

or decreases screen time

UI/UX design

Dark patterns

on the web

Design a system to make it

difficult or easy to unsub-

scribe from an email list or

opt out of cookies

UI/UX design

Influence of

search engines

on what news

stories users

see

Use various search or sort

algorithms to create a list

of ordered results of news

stories

Sorting algo-

rithms, search al-

gorithms, object-

oriented pro-

gramming

Misuse of user

data and right

to be forgotten

Compare data storage meth-

ods and the complexities of

keeping data private and

ensuring complete deletion

Memory alloca-

tion and man-

agement, object-

oriented pro-

gramming

User data and

privacy

Write a program that infers

information about a user

based on existing user data

Conditionals,

variable

Usability and

inclusivity in

web forms

Compare from different

users’ perspectives how in-

clusive different web forms

are in terms of race, gender,

sexuality

UI/UX design,

personas

Mental health

impacts of so-

cial media apps

Create an image filter that

changes the sentiment of

the image

Image process-

ing, could use

machine learn-

ing

which has already been incorporated into CS assignments by other

researchers [10].

5 IMPROVEMENTS TO THE ASSIGNMENT

In considering both the specific feedback from participants and

their reflections about this type of assignment in general, we iter-

ated on our original assignment. After observing the participants

think through how they would complete the coding portion of the

assignment, we modified the wording of the instructions to make

them easier to read. Instead of using a paragraph of text to lay out

instructions, we detailed out steps in a list and made it more clear

what each function in the skeleton code should do. Because many

participants noted the NLTK toolkit as the most challenging part

of the assignment, and that it would be useful to have more back-

ground information, we added a more detailed explanation of the

output and a link to a guide on using this library. We also removed

a question from the reflection section about comparing binary to

structured toxic speech detection that some participants found dif-

ficult to answer given the 3-minute video.

We also received suggestions for extending the assignment, and

included these in the resources we are providing to instructorswho

want to use the assignment. These extensions included adding a

tagging system to moderate posts, allowing users to input certain

words they would like to moderate, creating a display of posts that

were flagged for removal, and including a pair programming activ-

ity where students would try and break each others’ moderation

systems, then modify code to solve for those cases.

In addition to the changes we implemented, we have ideas for

other adaptations to the assignment. The feedback indicated the

need to balance out the scenario so that students understand the

potential benefits of content moderation. The participants gave us

specific suggestions on how we might do this: by including exam-

ples where the dogs were posting misinformation that could be

detrimental to the cats’ lives, for example. For the reflection, the ex-

ample detailed in the video is offensive to women. Students could

be asked to provide examples of how other groups are affected by

false negatives or positives in content moderation. Scholarlyworks

about bias against marginalized groups in speech toxicity detec-

tion systems could also be discussed [14, 27, 30]. Instructors us-

ing this assignment could consider using in-class discussion rather

than written responses for the reflection piece of the assignment.

This would address students’ aversion to being required to do writ-

ten work within a technical assignment. We also observed benefits

in the focus group of having a group discussion. The group discus-

sion allowed participants to hear each others’ viewpoints instead

of reflecting individually. Opting for a discussion would also take

out the need for class staff to grade written responses.

6 DISCUSSION

We believe CS educators can empower students to become more

proactive in considering social impacts of their work. Embedding

ethics topics and discussions throughout computer science course-

work can help accomplish this, and has other positive side effects.

Including ethics-based assignments can bolster cultural competency

when it brings up issues such as racial or gender bias in AI, prepar-

ing students to be more inclusive and equitable when they enter

an industry known for the opposite [33]. Previous work also shows

that including a real-world context can increase retention of under-

represented groups in computing [19]. Our participants reported

our assignment to be more interesting and memorable than a stan-

dard programming assignment, reinforcing findings from previous

work that integrating ethics improves engagement [10].

Despite these benefits, we also recognize that embedding ethics

can be daunting. In this section, we give recommendations in creat-

ing ethics-based assignments. We explain why gathering feedback

was useful for us, give strategies for tackling controversial subject

matter, and measure the trade-offs of hypothetical vs. real scenar-

ios for sensitive subjects.

Through our focus groups, we tested the effectiveness of embed-

ding ethics within our new CS assignment. The participants’ feed-

back positively reinforced our methods of embedding ethics and

gave us ideas for improving the assignment. The feedback helped



us gauge whether including a reflection in addition to embedding

the coding situation in an ethical scenario was necessary.We found

that the reflection was worth including.

Prior to the reflection part of our assignment, few participants

acknowledged the potential benefits of content moderation or con-

sidered the impacts of false negatives, when content that should be

removed passes through a moderation system undetected. The dis-

cussions in the focus groups revealed that the scenario in our cod-

ing portion highlighted the impacts of false positives, when benign

content is flagged for removal, and failed to draw attention to false

negatives. This may also be due to participants’ experiences with

content moderation outside of the focus groups, since both false

positives and false negatives in content moderation often dispro-

portionately impact people frommarginalized groups, such as peo-

ple of color [14, 24]. Participants in our groups, which reflected the

population of our predominantly white university, may have never

personally experienced the negative effects of false negatives. In a

study of an ethics-related assignment, Klassen and Fiesler found

that when speculating about ethics in the classroom, students and

instructors may fail to consider perspectives outside of their own;

as an instructor in their study said, “People tend to lean on their

own experiences pretty heavily in speculation, and don’t, unless

they’re very carefully prompted, consider broader context” [20].

Including a reflection is an opportunity to “carefully prompt” stu-

dents to consider other perspectives.

In the focus groups we were also able to test out using a hy-

pothetical situation, which we found to be effective. However, in-

structors do need to be careful about their transitions to real issues

from the hypothetical. In our case, at least one participant found

the transition from the cats’ platform into more charged topics like

racist hate speech “too sudden.” There is also the risk that students

will fail to bridge the gap between the hypothetical situation and

the severity of the ethical impact in real life. While we did not ob-

serve this to be the case for our assignment, we believe it’s impor-

tant to ensure that students are not getting a watered-down rep-

resentation of the ethical issue being addressed by an assignment.

We found the benefits of using a hypothetical scenario worth these

extra considerations, because this approach removed barriers in

considering ethics for those averse to controversial discussions.

Running the focus groups provided us with valuable feedback

and we recommend gathering feedback to anyone creating ethics-

based CS assignments. Without hearing from our participants, we

would have remained unaware of the blind spots we had to issues

with our assignment. Some of the improvements listed above came

directly from students in our groups. We got suggestions for con-

fronting barriers they perceived students would have with ethics-

based content. We also generated a wealth of ideas for more ethics-

oriented assignments, spending only 30 minutes or less in each of

the five focus groups. The tactic we used to facilitate brainstorm-

ing, starting from tech controversies and then drawing connec-

tions to CS topics, flowed more easily than simply asking students

if they had ideas for ethics-based CS assignments. The engagement

in the brainstorming activity was also encouraging; participants

were active in generating ideas and applying them to CS topics.

Once we had student feedback showing their concerns with

ethics-based content, we could create some mitigation strategies.

Some participants shared concerns about ethics-oriented assign-

ments imposing a particular belief onto them about a particular

technology. One article on integrating ethics states that “a good

technology ethics course teaches students how to think, not what

to think, about their role in the development and deployment of

technology.” [5]. Consider the whole picture of any ethical context

you integrate and keep questions posed to students open-ended.

We made edits along these lines to our focus group script after pi-

loting it with a group from our lab. In place of “Do you think that

the moderation system you implemented is harmful?” we asked

“What are the implications of the moderation system?”.

Finally, we strongly encourage CS educators to utilize the re-

sources around them when designing similar assignments. Our

content moderator assignment materials are publicly available.1

There are also many open source ethics-based CS assignments cre-

ated by other educators, such as those developed as part ofMozilla’s

Responsible Computing Challenge [2]. We also invite educators to

use the ideas generated by our participants to create new assign-

ments that fit into their courses. Educators looking to test their as-

signments could use teaching assistants to pilot assignments, there-

fore making them collaborators in the process as well, in place of

running more time-consuming focus groups. Providing in-depth

feedback could also be presented as an extra-credit opportunity

for students. Incorporating ethics may seem daunting, but can be

accomplished, as others have suggested, by starting small and col-

laborating between disciplines, adapting existing assignments to

include an ethics-oriented context [10].

7 CONCLUSION

Rather than relying on a standalone course for teaching the ethi-

cal implications of the technology students will produce, there is

a growing movement to embed ethics throughout the entire com-

puter science curriculum. In this experience report, we demoed an

assignment to five small groups of participants that reflected on the

design and implications of a content moderation system for a cat-

driven social media platform. Discussions with these participants

revealed students’ opinions about integrating ethics into course-

work, feedback on the assignment itself, and ideas for future as-

signments. With these findings in mind, we recommend that CS

educators creating ethics-based assignments make use of student

or TA feedback to improve assignments, use strategies to limit im-

position of biases on the ethical dilemma, consider using hypothet-

ical scenarios in their assignments, and embrace resources around

them. The benefits of integrating ethics into CS curriculum, includ-

ing better student engagement as well as preparing them to create

technology with societal impacts in mind, are worth the effort of

creating ethics-based assignments.
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